Lexis®

Advancing
What’s Possible

Lexis® is redefining legal intelligence
Step up to better research with innovative search tools, up-to-the-minute news and analysis,
and the most powerful analytics available.

Built For How You Work
Confidently leap from inquiry to analysis to insight using flexible, intuitive research tools
designed for the way legal professionals work.
COMPREHENSIVE SEARCH 4
Easily search your way—by entering a
citation, terms and connectors or a natural
language search … or by using document
parts (segments) in a form-based approach …
or by going right to a topic, practice area
or jurisdiction.
No matter how you start, you can easily
narrow your results further by jurisdiction,
practice area, category, sources, date range,
etc., and search within results.
WORK FOLDERS
Organize your matter and collaborate more
easily with folders for storing related legal
research results in one place.
PRACTICE CENTERS 4
Go right to the top sources for your
jurisdiction, practice area or industry—all on
one page. Choose from 70 specialized Lexis®
Practice Centers, and make the most
relevant one your research start page.
CRITICAL ALERTS
Stay on top of the latest changes in a
publication or your search results—covering
cases, topics, Shepard’s® analysis, pending
legislation, news and more. Share alerts with
others inside and outside your organization.
STYLE FORMATS AND ANNOTATION
TOOLS
Copy citations for your legal documents and choose from a wide range of official- and jurisdictional-style
formats. Plus, highlight portions of a document and annotate them for future reference.
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Visualizing Your Search Results
Quickly turn information into insights and insights into action with features that help you
visualize your search results and save time.
SEARCH TERM MAPS 4
See color-coded search terms in helpful
patterns and clusters in your case law search
result sets and within case law documents.
This Lexis exclusive allows you to:
• Preview top search-hit passages
throughout a document, including the case
summary, headnotes and opinions, and
quickly determine if you should view the
full text
• See a complete map of search terms in
full-text cases to quickly identify where
the densest clusters exist and easily
navigate to them
RESEARCH MAP
Pick up where you left off—and see how to
further your research—with a step-by-step
graphical depiction of your prior search
history.
SHEPARD’S GRAPHICAL 4
See citing trends across courts and time
periods with the Shepard’s Graphical feature,
a Lexis exclusive.
LEGAL ISSUE TRAIL™
Quickly find connections between cases,
helping you efficiently analyze how an issue
has evolved over time. Another Lexis
exclusive.
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Smart Analytics
Develop insights faster and more effectively with powerful analytics tools. Lexis Analytics™ tools
deliver exclusive, powerful legal analytics solutions.
CONTEXT
Context goes beyond the edge of traditional legal research and uncovers insights into how a judge thinks
and acts. Using industry-leading technology, language analytics is deployed across millions of case law
documents and 100 motion types to pinpoint the specific language, opinions and citations a judge is most
persuaded by, and to forecast how expert testimony will stand up to judicial scrutiny. Use this LexisNexis
exclusive to know the language and cases your judge uses so you draft the most persuasive argument possible.
LEXIS ANSWERS™ 4
The Lexis Answers™ tool leverages powerful
AI technology to understand and anticipate
your research—ultimately getting you to
more relevant answers, faster. The machinelearning technology behind Lexis Answers
understands your question and can even
suggest natural-language questions for
you. Then it anticipates your research path,
curating and delivering answer sets for your
question type, so you cover more ground
faster, and with fewer searches.
LEX MACHINA®
Lex Machina® Legal Analytics® integration can help you fine-tune your litigation strategy. Only at
Lexis can you link from full-text Lexis cases to preview summary charts that show:
• Judge caseload by year and practice area
• Average case timing from filing to key events in your judge’s court
• Law firm case filings by year and practice area
• Law firm top clients and top filings courts
Plus Lex Machina subscribers can sign in from Lexis for deep judge and law firm analysis.1
RAVEL™ VIEW 4
Ravel™ View quickly identifies the most
relevant and influential cases from your
search results by court level, citation
frequency and Shepard’s treatment—helping
you understand your case law search results
and find the cases you need to win. This
Lexis exclusive leverages visualization
technology to analyze your top 75 case law
search results and displays the results in one
single view, so you can craft your argument
knowing you have the most important cases
through their connections to each other.
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Good Law Made Simple
Count on an extensive editorial analysis of case law, statutes, regulations, administrative
decisions and more with Shepard’s Citations Service, the marketing leading citator for
more than 140 years. Available exclusively through Lexis, you can rely on experienced
Shepard’s attorney-editors to provide a full spectrum of editorial analysis.
SHEPARD’S PREVIEW 4
See the big picture before you view a
full Shepard’s report. Shepard’s Signal™
indicators—Warning, Questioned, Positive
and more—give you a quick look at treatment
by the courts.
REASON FOR SHEPARD’S SIGNAL™
Click once from within a full-text case and see
the citing reference that had the strongest
influence on the Shepard’s Signal indicator.
No other online legal publisher offers this
valuable feature.
FULL RANGE OF EDITORIAL ANALYSIS
Unlike other citators, Shepard’s indicates
when a case has been “followed” in whole
or in part. You can easily uncover splits of
authority and gain additional support you
can’t find elsewhere.
SHEPARD’S ® CASE CARDS 4
Get more vital case details without leaving
your search results screen. Shepard’s case
cards show you the full spectrum of Shepard’s
treatment, the Reason for Shepard’s Signal
language and the most cited headnotes
for the case. You can’t find that on results
screens in other citators.
SHEPARD’S ® BRIEFCHECK™
Check citations and quotations in briefs,
memoranda and more.
• Validate multiple citations and quotations from your document at once with convenient BriefCheck™
reports—even check quotes within statutes and administrative codes.
• Export BriefCheck results to Microsoft® Excel®, if desired, for additional analysis.
SHEPARD’S ® BRIEFLINK
Speed your drafting and citation checking by populating Microsoft® Word documents with
Lexis links to legal authority cited. You also have the option to include Shepard’s Signal
indicators in your documents.
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Seamlessly Integrated Solutions
Leverage the full power of Lexis with the integration of cutting-edge LexisNexis®
solutions that give you even greater control over your work process.
LEXIS® FOR MICROSOFT® OFFICE 4
Conduct research directly from within
Microsoft® Outlook® and Word to save time
and keep your focus strong as you draft
and review documents. Take advantage of
Office 365® integration to create sound legal
documents from anywhere.
LEXIS PRACTICE ADVISOR®
Gain the advantage of accessing practical
guidance from leading attorneys, a robust
collection of model forms, onpoint cases,
codes and analysis and more—all organized
for attorneys in specific practice areas.
LEXISNEXIS® VERDICT & SETTLEMENT
ANALYZER
Review past cases and uncover possible risks in current cases.
LEXIS® TAX
Access an exclusive collection of 1,400 authoritative tax, accounting and estate-practice resources—
all in a convenient online interface designed by tax professionals.
LEXIS MEDICAL NAVIGATOR®
Better assess and understand the value of medical malpractice and personal injury cases with a unique,
all-in-one interactive tool that combines case facts with medical and legal research. Get trusted medical
and legal resources at your fingertips with this must-have tool for personal injury and medical malpractice
attorneys. Get access to 11K Netter medical images, 400K expert witnesses and more.

LEGAL RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY TO MATCH YOUR NEEDS TODAY—AND TOMORROW
We continue to redefine legal research with the Lexis research solution, integrating legal information with
innovative technology to help you make fast, smart decisions and provide sound counsel.
Talk to a LexisNexis® Customer Support representative—live support virtually 24/7—800.543.6862
Sign in
LEXIS.COM
1

Learn more
LEXISNEXIS.COM/LEXIS

Lex Machina Legal Analytics are not available to patron access customers.
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